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“A perfect example of the Think & Grow Rich principles is
exhibited when the mother has a firm grip on the vision of
seeing her child well.” — Dr. Bobby Doscher

Dr. Bobby Doscher is President
and CEO of Oklahaven Children’s
Chiropractic Center, which
provides chiropractic to severely
sick and handicapped children.
Originally founded in 1962 by
a volunteer group of six D.C.s
as the “Children’s Chiropractic
Center of Oklahoma,” the
Center was quickly dubbed
“Oklahaven” since it did, indeed,
serve as a haven for children and
their families, many of whom
had been dismissed by the
medical profession as beyond
help. Doscher -- a Palmer
graduate from Philadelphia

‑‑ joined the group in 1977
and, under her leadership,
the Center expanded to serve
even more children, conduct
research and to educate people
about the benefits of a natural,
drug‑free health care and the
chiropractic way of life. Doscher
and her staff have also traveled
to Jordan, Guatemala, Poland,
Russia, Germany, Netherlands,
Ireland, Greece, Czech Republic,
Honduras, Austria, New Zealand
and Australia to teach about
chiropractic and/or provide
services to children in those
areas.

Epilogue
I first read Think and Grow
Rich in the 1960’s when I
was traveling the world as an
International Flight Attendant.
This book gave me tools - the
power of thoughts, vision, and
desire that I needed. I found
that I could only save $5,000
it seemed – never getting
past it. Therefore, I realized
I needed to have another
account. I opened another
account. Seeing my limitations
and using my creative mind
allowed me to override my
pattern. With this money I
was able to enroll in Palmer
College of Chiropractic, which
would ultimately change my
life.
I was reintroduced to the
book again as a chiropractic
student. When I accepted the
position in 1977 at Oklahaven
Children’s Chiropractic Center
and the position of President/
CEO in 1979, I remembered
the wisdom found in this
wonderful book. I reread it
to help me ground, direct,
and discipline myself to lead
the Center and show the way
back to health for hundreds of
severely hurt children. With
time I learned to open one

account for each of my needs –
bills, house, business, vacation,
taxes, personal savings, &
investments.
As I look back, it is
increasingly obvious that
Napoleon Hill’s economic
principles provided the precise
formula that I needed to steer
the clinic through the years,
and I came to realize that they
were also the same principles
needed for the mother of the
severely ill child to regain
health and an abundant life.
From the very beginning,
Oklahaven has attracted only
parents of profoundly hurt
children. These mothers came
with faith that there was hope
for their children to be well. It
was my job to encourage the
inner vision of each of these
special mothers to see her
child obtain his health, reach
his full potential, and be able
to give back to life.
At Oklahaven, we know that
each child is an individual gift
with an undeveloped potential.
It is vitally important that the
parents see the spirit of the
child inside and be unwilling to
accept labels or diagnoses such
as failure to thrive, cerebral
palsy, or the autistic spectrum

but instead see the wholeness
of the child. Chiropractors
believe that labels are limiting
and that the subluxation, or
lack of power within the body,
is the root cause of dis-ease
which shuts down the innate
intelligence of the body. We
believe in the power of the
adjustment which allows the
body to heal itself.
Because the chiropractic
premise is often foreign to
new patients, education is
one of our first tasks. Simply
understanding that the “the
power that makes the body,
heals the body” is the first
major step. The chiropractic
premise refers to this power
as the innate intelligence
because it is within the human
body. I have seen this force
restore wholeness to the most
profoundly hurt child. The
body regains its power and
then balances itself, restoring
function and then full function.
A perfect example of the
Think & Grow Rich principles
is exhibited when the mother
has a firm grip on the vision of
seeing her child well. At this
point, she is ready to embrace
the chiropractic lifestyle for her
child. We have observed the

mothers achieve this goal when
they took their power back
and did not allow fear to enter,
created a plan, found the way
to make the time, and money
for the frequent adjustments,
to buy and prepare the whole
foods and to take care of her
entire family.
This special mother knew
in her heart that she could
not be rich in spirit, life, or
money while her child was
dysfunctional. She realized
that her main duty was to
give service and to heal her
child. No one else could - not
the medical community or
government aid, but only the
mother’s desire and unwavering
faith in her child.
She had to be persistent and
self-reliant guarding against
allowing fear, discouragement,
other’s thoughts or comments,
or a seemingly easier journey
to take her off her path. Her
greatest ally was her inner
vision of her child reaching his
optimal potential. She had to
learn to stay in the moment to
have the discipline to control
her mind and dispel the many
fears – real or unreal. Her
challenge was neither looking
back nor fearing the future but

giving the joy of service to her
child and family.
This is not an easy journey
with its ups and downs, which
we call “the rollercoaster.”
This could include the child’s
behavior, bodily discharges
(diarrhea, vomiting, fever,
seizure), husbands losing jobs
or leaving her and the family.
This special mother had to
learn how to care for her entire
family, yet stay focused on her
profoundly hurt child. This is
why I call these mothers the
“Holy Ones.” Their path is
tough, but they stay true to the
course with inner vision giving
them wisdom and freedom.
Yes, many others tried to
discourage or persuade her
to abandon this journey,
especially family and friends,
but she remained committed
to the path and believed in the
greater force of life. Ultimately
with her persistence, she was
shown the way each time she
faced these challenges.
Her determination and
strong sense of gratitude gave
her an appreciation for the
small changes, which led to
the big changes. Through
this she discovered the natural
growth process of her child,

the responsibility of parenting,
the love of God, and the gift of
life. All of this brought about a
more abundant life.
“Oklahaven” Children’s
Chiropractic Center will
celebrate its 50th anniversary
in 2011. All of our work has
been accomplished privately
without state, federal, or
United Way funding. The
tenets of Napoleon Hill’s book
“Think & Grow Rich”, have
allowed children and their
families to grow into a more
abundant life. As in his book,
their journey to health began
with a thought, a desire, and
a vision to accomplish the
seemingly impossible.
I have been honored to see
the vision in the mother’s eyes,
the miracle each day of a child
hearing, seeing, walking, or
talking for the first time, and
the vision of individuals who
believed in the children. I am
grateful to Napoleon Hill for
giving me the formula not only
to improve my life personally,
but to share his insights
and wisdom with the world,
especially for the profoundly
hurt children.

Notes from the editors:

An epilogue, or epilog, is a
piece of writing at the end of
a work of literature or drama,
usually used to bring closure
to the work. The writer or the
person may deliver a speech,
speaking directly to the reader,
when bringing the piece to
a close or the narration may
continue normally to a closing
scene. The word epilogue
means to conclude a story or
piece of writing.
In literature, an epilogue is
a final chapter at the end of a
story that often serves to reveal
the fates of the characters.
Some epilogues may feature
scenes only tangentially related
to the subject of the story. They
can be used to hint at a sequel
or wrap up all the loose ends.
They can occur at a significant
period after the main plot
has ended. In some cases, the
epilogue has been used to allow
the main character a chance to
‘speak freely’. An epilogue can
continue in the same narrative
style and perspective as the
preceding story, although
the form of an epilogue can
occasionally be drastically
different from the overall story.
When the author steps in and

speaks
directly
to
the
reader that is more properly
considered an afterword.
We have chosen Dr.
Bobby Doscher to write the
epilogue for this book. The
association of Napoleon Hill
and chiropractic began with
the introduction of the world’s
first Chiropractic Hospital for
children. Therefore, I feel it is
pertinent to end this book, with
an epilogue from the president
and CEO of the Oklahaven
Children’s Hospital, Dr. Bobby
Doscher.
“This little book is a
testament to the success
philosophy of Napoleon
Hill. It is filled with riches
of life and its philosophy
permeates the very
substance of what we call,
chiropractic.”
— Dr. Matt Hammett
When we began the process
for this book, we also contacted
the recently deceased Dr.
William Harris. He was
Napoleon Hill’s chiropractor
and friend. Together they
helped promote chiropractic
in the early 1960’s. W. Clement
Stone also was involved with

Napoleon Hill and asked Dr.
Hill to help build the first
chiropractic Hospital, called
the Kentuckiana Children’s
Chiropractic Hospital. Dr.
Harris was over enthusiastic
with our idea for this book. He
had every intention to do an
interview with us. However,
just days later, he passed away.
I am certain Dr. Harris
and Dr. Hill would want to
continue leaving a legacy for
the chiropractic profession

with the creation of this book.
This little book is a testament
to the success philosophy of
Napoleon Hill. It is filled with
riches of life and its philosophy
permeates the very substance of
what we call, chiropractic. Dr.
Doscher was instrumental with
contacting Dr. Harris before
he died. We know Dr. Harris
would want her to write for
this most important book for
the chiropractic profession.
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